
VPZLB-Z4W

UPC Code: 07847738983

Country of Origin: Mexico - *Eligible for
ARRA funded projects > $7,443,000

Vizia RF +®
Brand Features

The Vizia RF + family of products captures the essence of “smart” lighting control with
its embedded Z-Wave radio frequency technology and stylish form factor that is
compatible with Leviton’s hallmark Decora® brand design. Robust features like Zone
Control, Scene Control and Timed Events give you one-touch control of your home’s
lighting and any Z-Wave enabled device. Zone Control is your key to controlling multiple
light sources in many rooms or areas of your home with one push of a button on a zone
controller. Scene Control lets you vary the light levels in a room for any activity or
change the ambiance with one touch on a scene controller. Using Timed Events, you
can schedule lights to turn on and off or activate any network device at preset times to
enhance security or enjoy a more convenient lifestyle. The Vizia RF + line includes
dimmers, switches, remotes and fan speed controls that all work together to create a
wireless mesh network of automated lighting control in one room or your entire home.

Item Description

Vizia RF + 4-Button Zone Label Kit for VRCZ4. 4-Button zone controller key kit labels:
ATRIUM, BAR, BASEMENT, BEDROOM, CHANDELIER, COUNTER, DECK, DEN,
DINING ROOM, DRIVEWAY, ENTRY, FAMILY ROOM, FAN, FOYER, GARAGE,
HALL, KITCHEN, LAMP, LANDSCAPE, LIBRARY, LIGHT, LIVING ROOM, MASTER
BATH, MASTER BED, OFFICE, PATH, PATIO, PORCH, ROPE LIGHTS, SCONCE,
UTILITY and WALL. Color- White
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*Buy American Compliant Logo -- The American Recovery And Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“ARRA”) provides federal grants
and loans for projects throughout the country. Section 1605 of the Act, named the “Buy American” provision, requires that
certain materials and manufactured products used in projects funded by the Act be manufactured in the United States. The
appearance of the Recovery Act Logo in relation to a Leviton product is only intended to reflect that such product may be
used in an ARRA funded project. It does not mean that such product or Leviton is sponsored or endorsed by, or that Leviton
receives funds from, the federal government or the Recovery Accountability and Transparency Board. Nothing in Leviton’s
use of the logo is intended to suggest anything regarding the requirements for funding under ARRA.


